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A
ABSTRACT

C
Creating graph
hical user interfaces (GUI) for stereoscop
pic
33D (S3D) gam
mes is a diff
fficult choice between visu
ual
ccomfort and efffect. We present a S3D Gaame GUI Desig
gn
S
Space and a lisst of S3D-speccific attributes that emphasizzes
inntegrating visu
ually comfortaable interfacess into the gam
me
w
world, story an
nd S3D view. To
T showcase our
o approach, we
w
ccreated two GUI
G
concepts and evaluated
d them with 32
3
uusers. Our reesults show quality
q
impro
ovements for a
ccombination off bottom position and visual attachment forr a
m
menu. In a refeerencing interfa
face, placing th
he reference neear
too the target dep
pth significanttly improved peerceived qualitty,
ggame integration, and increeased presencee. These results
cconfirm the need
n
to createe S3D GUIs with perceptu
ual
cconstraints in mind,
m
demonsttrating the pottential to exten
nd
thhe user experieence. Addition
nally, our desig
gn space offerss a
fformal and flex
xible way to creeate new effectts in S3D GUIss.

Figurre 1: S3D imagee pair of our evaaluation game p
prop. (use
parallel fr
free view for S3D
D impression)

H
H.5.m. Informaation interfacess and presentation (e.g., HCI)):
M
Miscellaneous. H.5.2 User Intterfaces (D.2.2
2, H.1.2, I.3.6)

The aiim of this paaper is to suppport creatingg new and
comforrtable game G
GUIs (e.g., meenus and iconns) in S3D
games.. We first anallyze benefits, cchallenges and perceptual
requireements of S33D GUIs. Thhis analysis leed to our
propossal of a S3D G
Game GUI Deesign Space annd specific
S3D innterface patterrns that relatee to spatial annd diegetic
integraation of gamee UI elementss in stereo ggames. We
subseqquently showcaase using the design space to develop
two S33D game GUII concepts. A uuser study expplores their
impactt on user experience withinn the context of several
metricss including pperceived 3D image and ggame GUI
qualityy, game integraation, presencee, and simulatoor sickness.
The finnal section disccusses transferr of this impacct back into
the dessign space and its applicabilitty in S3D GUII creation.

IN
NTRODUCTIO
ON

RELAT
TED WORK

M
Many of today
y’s digital gam
mes can be pllayed with S3
3D
vvision. Howeveer, only a few games are exp
plicitly designed
w
with stereoscop
pic vision in mind,
m
offering the
t same conteent
w
with added perrceived depth. Thus, commo
on GUI patterrns
liike a global menu
m
bar or labels
l
referenccing specific 3D
3
oobjects someho
ow appear on top
t of deep spaatial impressions
oof the game wo
orld. The added
d depth sudden
nly changes ho
ow
w
we perceive theese GUIs. For example, they
y might sudden
nly
aappear too disstant from an underlying ob
bject. Given th
he
eexpected growtth of S3D conttent in the com
ming years due to
nnext generation
n video gamee consoles and
d the arrival of
aautostereoscopiic displays, we
w lack a form
mal approach of
ccreating interessting and comfo
fortable GUIs in
n these games.

Benefiits of Stereosc
copic 3D

A
Author Keywo
ords

S
Stereoscopic 3D
D; game; graph
hical user interrface; design
sspace; depth; user experience; presence; visu
ual 3D quality.
A
ACM Classifica
ation Keyword
ds

Playingg S3D games iis often preferrred over non-sttereoscopic
versionns [22]. S3D provides addittional informaation about
spatial location, size,, shape, or orieentation of 3D oobjects [7].
In meedical telepathhology settinggs, S3D offerrs superior
image quality with rregard to resollution, color aand surface
rmance in visuaal information processing
structuures [8]. Perform
can bbe increased up to ten ttimes [27]. A
An actual
perform
mance benefitt in video gaames was nott found in
generaal, only in isolaated 3D manipuulation tasks [113]. Virtual
scenes [11], video cllips [9] and gaames [22] expeerienced in
S3D innduce an increaased perceivedd presence and immersion
[18]. Im
mages appear more natural in S3D [18] aand gamers
tend too interact more directly with tthem [22]. An S3D scene
draws more attentionn towards detaiils requiring m
more time to
exploree it [10].

P
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sppecific permission
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Challe
enges and Disadvantages o
of S3D

S3D beenefits can onlly be expected if the stereoscopic vision
is not aaccompanied bby distortions (e.g., contradiccting depth
cues, ghosting/cross-talk, exagggerated disparrity) [29].
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Another important issue is the accommodation convergence
conflict: the accommodation is fixed to the distance of the
screen plane while the convergence varies with the fixated
parallax; the two cues are separated, causing an unnatural
viewing experience. To solve this issue, the parallax should
remain within a so-called comfortable viewing range (CVR)
[24]. Bad S3D can cause a negative experience due to
visual discomfort [15] associated with symptoms of visual
fatigue (e.g., eye strain, headache) [6]. Even watching high
quality S3D can induce simulator sickness [19].

The other central aspect of stereoscopy is of course the
added sense for space and depth. As described, depth
positioning implicates a comprehensive set of opportunities
and challenges, weighing effect against visual comfort. We
thus consider the optimal spatial integration of visual UI
elements as our second goal.
In many games, the GUI is designed as an abstract layer,
partly occluding the game scene with text or icons,
sometimes even parts of the screen are reserved for menus.
These elements are clearly separated from the game content
itself. By shifting those elements in depth into the game
world, to reduce the range of parallaxes in favor of visual
comfort, the GUI elements may become part of the game
world itself, possibly interfering with the immersion or even
appearing to be part of the fictional experience. So how can
we arrange GUI elements in 3D space and what does this
mean for the fictional level of the game?

Existing Findings concerning S3D Game Interfaces

Based on psychophysiological findings, previous work
proposes recommendations for GUI design: A head-updisplay (HUD) should be positioned at screen depth or
close-by, using depth and transparency. Some elements can
be raised slightly to add visual interest [21]. A previous
analysis of game GUIs for designing visual elements in
3DTV recommends reducing the amount of graphical
information by showing explicit information, (e.g., current
round in a racing game), only when the value is updated
[23]. The authors further recommend to integrate
information implicitly into the scene (e.g., by showing
ammunition on the weapon model as in Dead Space), also
noted by Mahoney et al. [16]. Referencing objects (e.g., the
cross-hair) should be positioned in depth; a laser pointer
helps to travel between foreground depths of the weapon to
the target object in distant depths [23] as people perform
better with a spatial pointing tool than just with a cursor; as
viewing the tool helps to assess spatial configuration [25]. It
is further proposed to position elements in depth near to the
referenced object without being occluded by closer objects,
as achieved in Portal 2 [23]. Aside from these findings, we
found no formal user evaluation that supports these effects.
Given the complex perceptual requirements, a concise
design framework could support designers creating and
experimenting with game GUI elements in S3D.

In their analysis of visual UI elements in S3D games as an
inspiration for 3DTV content, Schild and Masuch group
elements into explicit, implicit, and referencing information
visualization in games [23]. Explicit elements are common
GUI elements giving information on an abstract layer aside.
Implicit elements are elements containing functional
information through their design within the game world
(e.g., the weapon model shows the currently selected
weapon). Being part of the game world, these implicit items
should be spatially integrated. Referencing elements are
part of the HUD but reference objects inside the world.
This categorization describes a gradient between spatial and
fictional integration. We further explore this topic using the
concept of diegesis. In video games, diegesis comprises the
narrative game world, its characters, objects and actions [5]
which can be called intra-diegetic. Status icons or menu
bars are not part of the game world itself, a game character
does not know about them. Those items are extra-diegetic.
Considering the spatial position in S3D games, it would be
intuitive to position extra-diegetic items on the screen layer,
on top of the deeper game world. However, they can still be
positioned in the same depths of the game world as well.
Also intra-diegetic items can reflect narrative content on an
abstract but diegetic meta-level which could not be
visualized as an explicit object inside the game world (e.g.,
making the border of the screen flash bloody red when the
main character is hit in a first person shooter). A suitable
design space that reflect both the diegetic and the spatial
characteristic was proposed by Fagerholt and Lorentzon [4].

APPROACHING S3D GAME INTERFACE CREATION

We start our approach towards developing such a design
framework by looking at game GUIs with the special
characteristics of S3D vision in mind. The goal is to provide
a comprehensive tool that helps designing GUI elements in
S3D games, considering their functional purpose, and
possible parameters specific to S3D games. A game
interface enables the player to communicate with the game
and to exchange information in bi-directional ways [20].
Providing feedback and control are the two main goals. We
focus on the specialties of graphical S3D feedback. Visual
feedback communicates current status of the game (e.g.,
health, score) or describes concepts within the game [1].

Fixing Interfaces to the World and the View

One additional design aspect in S3D games is how interface
elements are displayed in the view and how this changes
when the view changes within the world. Kim et al.
analyzed 3D menus in a head-mounted display. They
divided menus into three configurations: world fixed,
object-fixed, and view-fixed menus [12]. This concept helps
us to identify upcoming challenges and possible solutions.

Integration into Story and the Game World

We also take secondary goals into account, namely
immersion and atmosphere, which can be combined as
presence describing the experience of the game as one’s
own experience [28]. Hence, the fictional level of the game
and the impact of the GUI on the immersive experience is a
first main concern towards creating S3D game GUIs.
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A view-fixed GUI
G
element stays
s
at a fixed position an
nd
oorientation within the view of the player (e.g., a head-u
up
ddisplay). It may
y visually interrfere with the game
g
world. Th
his
ccould be solv
ved by using a shine-throu
ugh effect. Th
he
pparallax can bee adjusted to sh
how the world securely behin
nd
thhe screen layerr, positioning all
a view-fixed GUI elements at
sscreen depth. Still,
S
visual dessign and alignm
ment of the GU
UI
oon screen may have a uniqu
ue impact on usability
u
in S3D
D.
A world-fixed menu has a static
s
world po
osition (e.g., th
he
S
Shell-Interface (SI)
(
D
Describes the staart and
cconfiguration of the
ggame, e.g., main menu,
settings, save and
d load,
ooften separated from
fr
thhe game on an extra
e
screen.
G
Global Control
IInterface (GCI)
C
Can provide glob
bal
status information (e.g.,
innventory, next taask,
ccurrent position on
o a
m
map, health statu
us) and
m
menu functionaliity
(e.g., select army
y, mode
switches).

player has to walk tto a certain poosition within the virtual
menu would
world to control thee menu). An oobject-fixed m
with its referennced world objject. We combbine worldmove w
fixed aand object-fixeed elements innto a single w
world-fixed
categorry with specifiic issues: How
w is a referencee between a
world--fixed GUI annd an object vvisualized (e.g.., a spatial
may help channging betweenn depth planes)? Where
line m
aroundd the object sshould the GU
UI be positiooned, what
happenns if the elemennt is occluded??

SI1: selected/deselect
s
ted options on
different layers (Just Cause
C
2)

SI2: distribute different optionns on
different layerss (Blur)

SI3: meenu as scattered 33D objects
in 3D sppace (Metro 20333)

GCI1
1: opaque elemen
nts at screen
depth, fixed to the scrreen border
(Civillization 5)

GCI2: transparrent or diegetic 33D
objects at near depth (mobile
phone in GTA44)

GCI3: ssemi-transparentt metadiegeticc effects in periphery of
view (Far Cry 2)

RI1: icon
i
or text in frront of object
or abo
ove an object at object
o
depth
(Portaal 2, Blur).

RI2: icon or teext at screen layeer
referencing an object in depth
fa Soccer 2011)
(Far Cry 2, Fifa

RI3: texxt at screen layerr connected
with a liine to the 2D poositon of
depth obbject (Batman: A
AA.)

CI1: cross-hair
c
is sem
mi-transparent
at closse depth (Avatarr)

CI2: cross-hairr has dynamic deepth
positon, limitedd by the target oobject
(Crysis 2, Just Cause 2)

model at
CI3: diaagetic weapon m
screen ddepth simulated gun sight
(Far Cryy 2)

TI1: Text
T on screen laayer

TI2: Text on seemi-transparent
object at screenn layer (Portal 2)

TI3: 2D
D/3D Text at closse depth
(Blur)

R
Referencing Interface
(R
RI)
A
Augments the wo
orld
w
with additional explicit
innformation on sp
pecific
w
world objects sho
own
thhrough text or an
n icon.

C
Cross-hair Interrface
(CI)
D
Describes directiion of
shooting, is a direect
spatial reference of the
fforeground weap
pon
(fixed to the view
w)
toowards the targeet
oobject (fixed to th
he
ggame world).
T
Text Interface (T
TI)
T
Textual elementss
pprovide dialoguees, inggame status
innformation, e.g.,
ccurrent speed, or player
innstructions.

Table
T
1. Overview of game UI classifications aand possible S33D versions.
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A Design Space for Stereoscopic 3D Game GUIs

Spatial design: World-fixed/diegetic objects should contain
the spatial property and thus scale of parallaxes of the scene
(SpD2). Extra-diegetic/view-fixed objects should still be
embodied (not flat) but at other spatial scales (SpD1).

Based on the previous assumptions, we propose to combine
the two models: we exchange the yes/no decision on worldintegration [4] with a classification of view-fixed vs. worldfixed elements, similar to Kim et al. [12]. This enforces the
focus onto the view which is a key aspect in S3D vision.

Depth motion: Dynamic depth motion creates a space
around objects which might better fit into the world
(DMo2) than being fixed to the view. Here, static design
may be better (DMo1).

Some interface items might even contain properties of both
view and world (e.g., position next to a world object but
orientation with the view). The same might be true for the
intra-/extra-diegetic classification, when game characters
directly address the player (e.g., asking to press a certain
button during a tutorial). This concept is known as
“Breaking the fourth wall”, used in more than 200 games1.
We hence choose seamless dimensions instead of a sharp
classification.

Attachment: Floating GUIs appear especially abstract and
unnatural in stereo. This can be avoided by attaching
elements to a surface or to the screen frame which fits viewfixed objects (PhA1). Objects in the world should be
physically attached to (PhA2).
Amount of parallax: Objects on the screen layer provide
best readability which fits abstract non-diegetic information
(AoP1). Spatially positioned near to the screen border, they
can be related to the view. A fair amount of parallaxes
better references the world (AoP2). Extreme parallaxes
cause discomfort and may break diegesis (AoP3).

The proposed space is a two-fold S3D game GUI design
grid covering the categories view-fixed and world-fixed on
the horizontal axis and extra-diegetic vs. intra-diegetic on
the vertical axis (see Figure 2). The grid helps to decide the
spatial and fictional integration of GUI elements, giving
each element a 2D position in the grid. This step supports
designing a UI element either in resemblance with, or in
contrast to the diegetic and spatial design of the game.

Sign of parallax: Pop-out effects have to occur without edge
violation which at best fits to static view objects. Only few
world-objects can use this effect (SoP1). The deeper behind
the screen layer an object is, the more it seems belonging to
the world (SoP2).

Classification of Game Interfaces

As a next step, we describe five typical design patterns
commonly used in visual game interfaces: shell interfaces,
global control interfaces, referencing interfaces, cross-hair
interfaces, and text interfaces. According to what we found
in playing existing S3D games, adding depth in S3D vision
to these patterns occurs in various ways. Table 1 describes
and visualizes exemplary variations for each category

Blur: Abstract, non-diegetic objects should provide visual
clarity (Blu1). Blur has a natural quality, which fits better to
diegetic GUI objects in the world (Blu2).
Opacity: Occlusion occurs both in the view and in the
world. Semi-transparency or a shine-through effect can be
used to keep a GUI in the view (Opa1). Interpenetration
decreases the diegetic character of an element and seems
unnatural. Occlusion feels natural in the world (Opa2).

Design Properties of Stereoscopic 3D Game Interfaces

Based on the analysis of related work and many existing
games, we extracted a list of properties which might help in
crafting UI elements particularly in S3D games. This list is
by no means complete as creativity should always try to
extend its boundaries. It provides a selected set of design
decisions weighing S3D effect against comfort with a
certain impact on the spatial and diegetic experience.

Reference: Object-specific references often refer to both the
view and the world (Ref1), especially the extra-diegetic
ones. Highlights marking selections of world objects should
be well integrated into the world (Ref2). Global references,
describing a game status should only be in the world, when
they are diegetic (Ref3), or else fixed with the view (Ref4).

Peripheral position: Centered elements are often expected
to relate to the world (PeP1). Most elements in the
periphery are extra-diegetic control or status displays (e.g.,
a score value) (PeP2). Diegetic graphical elements in the
periphery of the view can implicitly inform about the game
status (e.g., blood splatters at low player health) (PeP3).

Grouping: As with depth-motion, view-fixed objects should
be grouped per depth layer, to avoid creating new spaces
which interfere with the world-space (Gro1). Scattering is
more natural, fitting to world-fixed elements (Gro2).
Fitting S3D Properties and Interfaces to the Design Space

In Figure 2a, we inserted the aforementioned attributes into
our design space, as to how we expect their impact on
diegetic/spatial interaction. Likewise, we put all the GUI
variants from Table 1 into the same space in Figure 2b. By
comparing the two figures, we can easily consider nearby or
distant attributes and reflect on creating alternative versions
and their effects on user experience. We evaluate this
approach in the next section.

Vertical position: Elements in the foreground or fixed in the
view should be positioned at the bottom (VPo1). Elements
in the background/world are expected in an upper part of
the view (VPo2). The more diegetic, the more physically
correct (in terms of the game physics) it must behave.
1

http://www.giantbomb.com/breaking-the-fourth-wall/92138/
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(a)
(

(b)

Figure 2. Th
he S3D design grrid with (a) varrious characteriistics of the aforrementioned S33D design attrib
butes; (b) the saame grid
showing the aforementioned
a
d game GUI classsifications. By looking up the 2D position forr a certain GUI,, important S3D
D-related
design decissions can be exttracted.
S
S3D GUI DESIG
GN CASE STU
UDY

in 18550. This inforrmation led M
Mr. Nocular on a sticky
afternooon to the old attic of 21 Ruee de l’Odéon. The roof is
crowdeed with old furniture, rumm
mages and a loot of boxes.
The innspector brougght a tool boxx with useful equipment
with onne to collect neew informationn about the sterreoscope.”

T
The main purp
pose of our sttudy is to evaaluate perceived
qquality and spaatial/diegetic integration
i
of variants created
uusing our S3D
D GUI design space. There are two generral
aapproaches. Fiirst, we can check
c
nearby properties, an
nd
eevaluate their impact
i
on the perceived quaality. Is it reallly
im
mportant to address
a
these properties ass recommended
bbased on psych
hophysiologicaal findings? A second option is
too try shifting an interface to
owards a diffeerent experiencce.
W
We can addresss multiple charracteristics of a design attribu
ute
aand evaluate vaarying versions of our interfa
face. In our casse,
w
we will try to increase
i
the peerceived spatiall integration in
nto
thhe game world
d. We hypothessize that:
1.
2.

We evvaluated visuall effects usingg video mock--ups of the
game sscene. Non-intteractive videoos have been suuccessfully
used too evaluate inteeractive interfacces for more thhan twenty
years. They “producce extremely quickly multiiple videos
which have only onne variable chhanging from the baseline”[22]. As Buxton nnotes, a video can provide “aa real sense
of expeeriencing whatt this would bee like” [3].
The gaame scene was implemented using Autodessk 3ds Max
based on a free 3D model. The m
model was seleected for a
balanceed arrangemennt between forreground and bbackground
as welll as for a deppth budget of 10 m at maxiimum with
scattereed objects in many depth layers. The aavatar (Mr.
Noculaar) moves in first person vview along a predefined
animattion path throough the attic. The parallaxxes of the
model range from 0 mm to 29 mm
m (positive). Too watch the
scene in comfortabble S3D, two cameras sepparated by
m (average interr-ocular distannce), were integgrated with
63 mm
the addditional scrippt “StereoCam
m Modifier” [[17]. Each
scene w
was rendered into a S3D viideo showing 11680x1050
pixels at 30 fps withh a length of 10 seconds. T
The videos
Hz natively
were ddisplayed on a 22" LCD screen at 120 H
runningg the video rresolution in the Stereoscoopic Player
(3dtv.aat) using Nvidiia 3D Vision drriver and shutter glasses.

Integrating S3D design
n attributes in
n the design of
game interfaces increasees the perceived S3D quality.
g
interfacees according to
t S3D speciffic
Varying game
characteriistics affects th
he perceived spatial experiencce.

W
We tasked 32 participants in
n a simulated gaming
g
situatio
on
too rate short S3D video sequences showing differeent
vvariants of two GUIs in a fictiional S3D gam
me scenario.
M
Method
P
Prototype Game Setting

T
To provide a bo
oth immersive and controllab
ble game settin
ng,
oour game proto
otype consists of a diegetic introduction
i
an
nd
vvideo mock-up
ps: To let userrs experience a natural gam
meliike situation, we provided the users with a documeent
ffeaturing an inttroduction to th
he game situatiion, an overvieew
m
map and icon descriptions, along
a
with a background
b
sto
ory
thhat puts the tesst cases into diegetic context::

Test C
Cases

Of thiss scene, we seelected two seets which eachh focus on
differeent design attribbutes and GUI category: (1) tthe vertical
positioon and attachm
ment characterristic of a globbal control
interfacce and (2) the choice of deptth layer for a rreferencing
icon innterface.

S
Short version: “Yesterday, inspector
i
B. Nocular
N
reached
P
Paris after a lo
ong and stressfful journey. Fo
or a long time he
h
hhad tried to disclose the secret of the
t
inventor of
sstereoscopic 3D.
3
One hint has reached
d him, where a
F
French optician had built th
he first stereoscopic apparattus
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Floating (Fl)

T
Top
((To)

ToAt
T

ToF
Fl

B
Bottom
((Bo)

BoAt
B

BoF
Fl

((b) RI
D
Distant
d
depth
((Dd)

In front (Fr)
DdFr

NdFr

S
Screen
d
depth
((Sd)

SdFr

b) GUI Quality

ImQ
Sha
Nat
ViC
DeE

PiD
D
VP
Po
Dees
ExxC
Reea

Image Quality
Sharpness
Naturalnesss
Viewing Coomfort
Depth Expeerience

c) Gam
me Integration
SpI
Spatial Inteegration
GwI
Game-worlld Integr.
StI
Story Integgration
Int
Potent. Inteeractivity

Above
A
(Ab)
DdAb
b
-

N
Near
d
depth
((Nd)

a) 3D Image Qualityy

Position iin Depth
Vertical P
Position
Design
Expressivve Clarity
Readability

d) Simulator Sick
kness SSQ
Naau
Nausea
Occu
Oculomootor
Disso
Disorienttation
Toot
Total SSQ
Q

e) Spaatial Presence Q
Questionnaire M
MEC-SPQ
AA
Attention A
Allocation
SSM
Spatial Sim
mulation Model
SP:SL
L
Spatial Pressence: Spatial Location
SP:PA
A
Spatial Pressence: Possible A
Actions
HCI
Higher Coggnitive Involvem
ment
SoD
Suspensionn of Disbelief

-

T
Table 2: Varian
nts (a) of the glo
obal control interface (GCI) teest
case and (b)) of the referenccing interfaces (RI)
(
test case.

Tablee 3: The set of m
metrics used in oour study with aacronyms.

T
The first set off test cases inteegrates a statuss bar as a glob
bal
ccontrol interfacce (containing,, a score valuee, a toolkit and
da
m
map) as used in
i many games (GCI1 in ou
ur classification
n).
R
Regarding ourr design grid
d, related atttributes include
cchoosing a low
wer vertical po
osition, screen parallax, usin
ng
oother spatial scales,
s
and atttaching objectss to the edge to
aavoid floating in stereo. Wee address the impact on usser
eexperience by varying two of these atttributes: verticcal
pposition and atttachment charracteristic. Doees being used to
sseeing nearer objects
o
in the lower field of
o view actuallly
hhave an influen
nce? Do floatin
ng objects really
y cause issues in
S
S3D? For the two variables we created fo
our different teest
vvariants (see Taable 2a).

pants
Particip

The saample comprised 32 participants (16 female), mostly
studentts of our university (n=30). The age varieed between
20 annd 34 years, with a meddian of 24 yyears. The
particippants were off
ffered free fruiits, candy and beverages
during the test sessioons. They receeived “study pooints” they
need too earn in their courses. The evaluation was approved
by ourr ethics board. All participannts were inforrmed about
the aim
m and proceddure of the stuudy and had to sign an
agreem
ment including a list of possibbly occurring symptoms.
All parrticipants successfully passedd a prior S3D vision test.
Over 880% of the saample reporteed prior experience with
S3D ccinema moviess, 40.6% of thhe participants about 4-9
mple more thann 10 times.
times aand another 211.9% of the sam
Previouus experience for 1-3 times w
with S3D-TV is reported
by aboout 32% and w
with S3D gam
mes by about 225% of the
samplee group. Generral game experrience was repoorted by 28
subjectts (87%) with an average gaame time per w
week of 1-5
hours ((n=16) up to m
more than 30 hoours (n=1).

T
The second set of test cases ex
xamines refereencing interfacces
w
which provide abstract inform
mation in referrence to a part of
thhe game world
d (cf. RI1). In monoscopic viiewing, showin
ng
aan icon in frontt of an object iss a clear refereence indicator. In
S
S3D the chosen
n depth layer might influencce the perceived
rreference. The four variantss of the refereencing interfaace
sshow an icon indicating a point
p
of intereest for a certaain
oobject using a similar 2D po
osition. Lookin
ng up RI1 in our
o
ddesign grid, wee find it next to
t the specific object referen
nce
aand near to some
s
parallax. Large paralllax and screen
pparallax are furrther apart, ran
nging more tow
wards the view or
thhe world. Resspectively we vary
v
the depth
h position of th
he
iccon from screeen level, betweeen object and screen, and neear
too the object att a distant layeer. We test thee latter variant in
tw
wo sub-variants: above or diirectly in front of the referen
nce
oobject (see Tab
ble 2b). The icon
i
consists of
o a blue worlldffixed spatial model with the same
s
spatial sccale as the scen
ne.
IIt has a black exclamation
e
mark
m
texture and
d is displayed in
rrelation to a chest in the background of
o the scene or
aalternatively in
n the left corneer above a craadle at a simillar
ddepth layer (eig
ght variants at four
f
different depth
d
positionss).

Metricss

Our seet of metrics consists of a combination oof adapted
image quality metriccs and standarddized questionnnaires (see
Table 3). Our 3D Image Qualiity metric inccludes five
dimenssions (see Table 3a), based oon an extendedd 2D image
qualityy metric (ITU--R Rec. BT. 5500) (cf. Lambbooij et al.
[14]). The analysis oof the quality of the game G
GUI (GUIQualityy) was also diivided into fivve dimensions (see Table
3b). A
All these factoors were ratedd on a continuuous scale
rangingg from “badd” to “excelllent”. Additioonally, the
perceivved Game Inntegration off the game G
GUIs was
measurred with four more items ((see Table 3c). Possible
dizzineess or other subbjective disordders were meassured using
the Siimulator Sicknness Questionnnaire (SSQ) [26], (see
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GUIQuality
(cf. Table
3b)

BoAt>ToAt
VPo
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BoAt>BoFl

p<.01, d=1.36

BoAt>ToFl

ToAt>Bofl

p<.01, d=1.62

p<.01, d=1.28

PiD

p<.05, d=.71

Des

p<.05, d=.61

Rea

p<.05, d=.68

(b) RI2

DdAb>DdFr

DdAb>NdFr

DdAb>SdFr

3D-Quality ImQ
(cf. Table
Sha
3a)
Nat

p<.05, d=. 76

p<.01, d=.95

ViC

p<.01, d=.63

p<.01, d=1.15

VPo
PiD

BoFl>ToFl

p<.01, d=1.03
p<.05, d=.87

p<.01, d=.86

p<.01, d=1.21

p<.01, d=1.68

p<.01, d=2.71

Des

p<.05, d=.6

p<.01, d=.86

ExC

p<.01, d=.93

p<.01, d=1.11

F(3, 93)=5.101, p<.01
F(2.338, 72.483)=4.061, p<.05*
p<.05, d=.56
DdFr>NdFr

DdFr>SdFr

F(3, 93)=5.360, p<.01
NdFr>SdFr

ANOVA
F(1.531, 47.450)=5.202, p<.05*

p<.05, d=.58

F(1.906, 59.099)=4.951, p<.05*

p<.05, d=.64

F(2.491, 77.219)=7.781, p<.01*

p<.01, d=.88
p<.05, d=.75

p<.01, d=1.04

p<.01, d=1.16

p<.01, d=2.09

p<.05, d=.59

F(2.325, 72.076)=16.351, p<.01*
F(2.239, 69.413)=11.825, p<.01*
F(2.515, 77.969)=8.734, p<.01*

p<.01, d=.72

F(3, 93)=49.855, p<.01
F(3, 93)=6.059, p<.01

p<.01, d=.5

F(2.37, 73.455)=10.261, p<.01*

Rea
Spl
Game
Integration Gwl
(cf. Table
Stl
3c)
Int

ANOVA

p<.01, d=.1.55 F(2.163, 67.062)=30.658, p<.01*

p<.05, d=. 46

DeE
GUIQuality
(cf. Table
3b)

ToAt>ToFl

F(2.110, 65.423)=4.535, p<.05*
p<.01, d=.93

p<.01, d=1.6

p<.01, d=1.04

p<.01, d=.64

F(1.984, 61.504)=15.148, p<.01*

p<.05, d=.6

p<.01, d=1.08

p<.01, d=.8

p<.05, d=.51

F(3, 93)=12,237, p<.01

p<.01, d=.7

p<.01, d=.973

MEC-SPQ SP:SL
(cf. Table
SP:PA
3e)
HCI
SoD
1

p<.01, d=.54

p<.01, d=.82

p<.05, d=.74

p<.01, d=1.17

F(2.369, 73.449)=15.424, p<.01*
F(2.098, 65.027)=8.509, p<.01*

p<.01, d=.8

p<.05, d=.77

F(2.330, 72.230)=14.022, p<.01*

p<.01, d=1.1

p<.01, d=.99

F(2.013, 62.413)=8.576, p<.01*

p<.05, d=.66

F(2.140, 66.352)=3,07, p=.05*

p<.05, d=.46
p<.01, d=.5
F(3, 93)=3.681, p<.05
cf. Table 2a, 2cf. Table 2b, * Significance using „Greenhouse-Geisser“-correction; d = Cohen’s d effect size..

Table 4. Pairwise comparisons of significant differences (a) for the Global Control Interface and (b) the Referencing Interface

Table 3d).It contains three dimensions, measured through
16 items on a 4-level Likert scale (ranging from “no
symptoms” to “severe symptoms”). The three dimensions
are combined in a Total SSQ metric. Spatial Presence was
measured by the short version of the MEC Spatial Presence
Questionnaire (MEC-SPQ) [28]. It includes six dimensions
(see Table 3e), each assessed using four items.

thanked for the participation and handed the gratification. A
whole session took about 80 minutes per participant.
Results

The results are analyzed using repeated-measures analysis
of variance (ANOVA) with Bonferroni post-hoc-correction
for pair-wise analysis. In case of a positive Mauchly-Test
the Greenhouse-Geisser correction is used. For the sake of
clarity, we divide the rating/likert scales into three equal
parts, calling mean values “low/negative” (0 to 30 for the
rating; 0 to 1.33 for likert), “average/medium” (30.1-60;
1,34-2.66), or “high/positive” (60.1-90; 2.67 to 3).

Procedure

The study was conducted in a testing lab on campus. Test
material, metrics, hardware, lighting conditions and
viewing distance remained identical. Two computers were
used to display test videos and questionnaires separately.
The participants could switch computers by turning their
chair. We collected demographic and SSQ pre-condition
data and started with an entry video of the attic scene (30
seconds long, repeated for 2-3 times). After the introduction
the investigator took a back seat without watching the
displays. Each participant then viewed 8 test sequences,
four sequences with the GCI and four sequences with the RI
in one of both variants (reference to chest or cradle) in
randomized order. Each video sequence included three
repetitions (10 seconds each), separated by a black image (3
seconds). After each sequence, the screen remained black
and the questionnaire (S3D quality metrics and MEC-SPQ)
was presented at the other computer. The participants could
then start the next sequence. The post-SSQ was measured to
detect physiological discomfort. Finally the investigator

Global Control Interface (GCI)

The 3D Image Quality analysis of the GCI shows no
significant differences between the mean values of the four
variants for all five metrics. They all range positively. The
game GUI-Quality was judged more differently. Most
dimensions are positive except for average means in both
top position menu configurations (ToFl, ToAt) in Vertical
Position and for ToFl in Position in Depth. Bottom
placement and attachment (BoAt) always gains the highest
mean score, while ToFl shows always the lowest mean.
These differences are significant in VPo, PiD, Design, and
Readability. The largest effect is in VPo: For both settings
of attachment, the bottom vertical position is significantly
preferred (BoAt>ToAt; BoFl>ToFl). The attached versions
gain higher means across all items than the according
floating versions with identical vertical positions, but none
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Figure 3. GCI results in (a) 3D Image Quality,
(b) GUI Quality, (c) Game Integration and (d) Presence.

Figure 4. RI results in (a) 3D Image Quality, (b) GUI Quality,
(c) Game Integration and (d) Presence.

of these differences are significant except one: Rea is
significantly yet slightly higher for ToAt than for ToFl.

low in Position in Depth and average in Vertical Position,
NdFr gets an average mean rating in PiD. Both Distant
depth conditions (DdAb, DdFr) are rated significantly more
positively for PiD than the other two depth conditions
(NdFr, SdFr) and even the NdFr is rated better than SdFr.
Means of DdAb are significantly higher than all other
conditions in VPo, even than DdFr, and higher than SdFr
and NdFr in Design and Expressive Clarity.

The results for the Game Integration items resulted in low
to average means for Spatial Integration, average values for
Game-world and Story Integration. All mean values for
potential Interactivity are positive. The ANOVA shows a
significant impact of the design variants in SpI and Int, but
we found no pairwise significant effects. Presence results
generally show high means for AA, SSM, average means
for SPPA and HCI, and low means for SPSL and SoD. We
found no significant impact on presence by the different
variants, except for a trend in SPPA (BoAt > ToFl).

Likewise for the Game Integration ratings, DdAb scores the
highest means for DdAb in all dimensions, except for DdFr
is highest in Interactivity. SdFr always receives the lowest
means. DdAb and DdFr are rated positively across all
dimensions, except DdFr is average in Game-world
Integration. All integration means for SdFr and NdFr are
average. This difference is reflected significantly in the
post-test: Both Dd conditions significantly outperform SdFr
and partly NdFr in Spatial Integration, Story Integration,
and GwI. Even NdFr is significantly rated higher than SdFr
in SpI and GwI. DdFr is rated significantly more potentially
interactive than SdFr and NdFr.

Referencing Interface (RI)

In contrast to the GCI, the analysis of the 3D Image Quality
of the RI shows interesting effects for the variants.
Positioning the icon at screen depth (SdFr) constantly
provides the lowest mean values across all dimensions. The
highest mean scores are delivered by the icon position
directly above the related object at distant depth (DdAb),
except for Sharpness with a preference for the presentation
in front of the object at distant depth (DdFr). Generally, all
means are positive except for a rather average Nat at SdFr
and NdFr and average ViC at SdFr. The pairwise
comparison shows significant differences between one or
both distant depth conditions (DdAb, DdFr) and SdFr
(sometimes even with NrFr), indicating improvements for
all 3D Image Quality metrics at the more distant depth.

In contrast to the GCI, the RI variants influence the
perceived Spatial Presence: We found highest mean values
for DdFr and lowest for SdFr, but little absolute difference
between DdFr, DdAb and NdFr. In general, we found high
means for AA, mostly high SSM (except SdFr), and
average means in SP:PA, SP:SL, HCI and SoD, except for
SdFr, which received low means in SPSL and SoD. These
differences were significant between the Distant depth
conditions and SdFr in SP:SL, SP:PA, and SoD. For HCI
we only found a significant effect with DdFr to SdFr. AA
and SSM show no significant differences.

As to the GUI-Quality, DdAb again scored the highest
means and SdFr the lowest across all items. All other values
are positive except the following: SdFr is rated especially
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SSQ and other findings

Based on these results, moving a referencing interface into
the depth of the target object and placing it slightly above is
highly recommended. It can improve visual and interactive
quality and adds to the spatial and diegetic integration into
the game world. However, such a design can cause
occlusion problems, when the icon is referencing an
occluded object. In our case, the cradle and so the icon were
partially occluded during the video by foreground balks.
This had no effect our results. It would be interesting to
examine perceived quality and game world integration
when showing the icon shining through occluding balks.

Regarding Simulator Sickness, we found higher post-values
in Ocu, Diso, Total, but not in Nau. However, based on a
Wilcoxon-signed-rank test, none of these differences were
significant. Looking at the genders separately, we found
both strong and significant effects only with females in
Diso (Z=1.981, p<.05), Ocu (t15=-2.328, p<.05) and Total
SSQ (t15=-2.229, p<.05). As to the different versions of the
RI videos, four referencing a chest and four referencing a
cradle, we found no significant differences in any metrics.
DISCUSSION

Our study revealed interesting impact from varying visual
effects on user experience using the test cases.

Reflections on the S3D Game GUI Design Space

We created our test cases using the proposed design grid
which lets designers put GUI attributes in relation to the
view or game space and to the game story or an abstract
layer. Both our test cases report an impact on quality by
different characteristics of S3D-relevant attributes (e.g.,
Vertical Position, visual attachment, or Position in Depth).
This confirms our first hypothesis. Only for the second test
scenario, we found an impact on Game Integration. As a
result, the different Distant depth-variants would be
positioned more to the upper right on the grid in
comparison to RI1, describing the added spatial and
diegetic integration. This repositioning also fits to the
direction of the near and distant parallax attributes. This
result not only confirms our second hypothesis but shows
that we can vary the design towards more distant S3D
attributes, increasing the experience of world integration
and presence, one of the few known improvements in S3D
games. Likewise, in case of the first test case, we chose to
vary attributes quite near to the GUI pattern within the
design space—and found no impact on world integration.

Global Control Interface

With the view-fixed status bar at the bottom or the top,
either attached to the edge using a semi-transparent bar, or
floating freely, we found a significant impact of the vertical
position as a design aspect in S3D GUIs, directly affecting
how the quality of the GUI is judged. The other dimensions
are only influenced by vertical position in combination with
the semi-transparent background versus the floating
version. No significant decrease was found by just putting a
menu to the top position with an unchanged attachment
condition. All mean values for attached variants are higher
than their floating counterparts, but not significantly, except
for one: Visual attachment improved readability over
Floating only in the top position conditions. Therefore both
vertical position and visual attachment may significantly
influence perceived quality of a foreground GUI object, but
at best in a certain combination of the two. In our case,
designing a menu bar at the bottom with a semi-transparent
background to provide attachment to the screen was clearly
preferred over floating objects at a top position.

CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a S3D Game GUI Design Space that
emphasizes the spatial and diegetic integration of GUI
elements within the game world. We used the design space
to create a global control interface, a menu, with varying
vertical position and visual attachment, and a referencing
icon interface exploring the choice of depth layer.

Referencing Interface

The analysis of the RI with the spatial icon, positioned in
depth to relate to a world object, brought more
comprehensive results. Overall, the distant depth conditions
clearly outperform the screen depth conditions across all
tests. Choosing a depth plane next to the world object
significantly improved 3D Image Quality including Visual
Comfort and Naturalness, and GUI-Quality, with preferred
Vertical and Depth position, and gains in perceived Design,
and Expressive Clarity. The Distant depth position also
increased how integrated the GUI feels with the game space
and the story, helping to perceive it more as part of the
game world. Our participants noted a higher potential of
Interactivity. These effects are further constituted in higher
presence results in Self Location and Possible Actions.

As posed in our hypotheses, the created variants affected
UX differently: We found strong quality improvements for
a combined use of bottom position and visual attachment
for the foreground menu. In a referencing interface, putting
the reference near to the depth of the object significantly
improved perceived quality, spatial and diegetic integration,
and increased presence. The impact on spatial and diegetic
integration can even be mapped back into the design space.
This shows how visual S3D interface design and perceptual
constraints can influence user experience. It further
demonstrates applicability of the S3D Game GUI Design
Space. As a first formal yet flexible creation tool, it is
intended to support others in creating novel S3D Game GUI
designs and evaluations with their games and genres. Such
future creations and analyses will eventually lead to even
more generally valid findings for designing S3D GUIs.

Besides the problematic Screen depth, placing the icon at
Near depth brought some improvement but was still
outperformed by Distant depth condition in many tests and
felt less natural. Within the two Distant depth conditions,
the Above condition scored higher mean scores, except for
presence. Of these differences, only Vertical Position in the
GUI-Quality test was significant, though.
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